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Freewheel Running Prevents Learned Helplessness/
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Serotonin (5-HT) neurons in the dorsal raphe nucleus (DRN) are implicated in mediating learned helplessness (LH) behaviors, such as
poor escape responding and expression of exaggerated conditioned fear, induced by acute exposure to uncontrollable stress. DRN 5-HT
neurons are hyperactive during uncontrollable stress, resulting in desensitization of 5-HT type 1A (5-HT1A) inhibitory autoreceptors in
the DRN. 5-HT1A autoreceptor downregulation is thought to induce transient sensitization of DRN 5-HT neurons, resulting in excessive
5-HT activity in brain areas that control the expression of learned helplessness behaviors. Habitual physical activity has antidepressant/
anxiolytic properties and results in dramatic alterations in physiological stress responses, but the neurochemical mediators of these
effects are unknown. The current study determined the effects of 6 weeks of voluntary freewheel running on LH behaviors, uncontrollable
stress-induced activity of DRN 5-HT neurons, and basal expression of DRN 5-HT1A autoreceptor mRNA. Freewheel running prevented
the shuttle box escape deficit and the exaggerated conditioned fear that is induced by uncontrollable tail shock in sedentary rats.
Furthermore, double c-Fos/5-HT immunohistochemistry revealed that physical activity attenuated tail shock-induced activity of 5-HT
neurons in the rostral–mid DRN. Six weeks of freewheel running also resulted in a basal increase in 5-HT1A inhibitory autoreceptor
mRNA in the rostral–mid DRN. Results suggest that freewheel running prevents behavioral depression/LH and attenuates DRN 5-HT
neural activity during uncontrollable stress. An increase in 5-HT1A inhibitory autoreceptor expression may contribute to the attenuation
of DRN 5-HT activity and the prevention of LH in physically active rats.
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Introduction
An increase in stress resistance is one potential mechanism mediating the well accepted antidepressant and anxiolytic properties
of physical activity (Babyak et al., 2000; Taylor, 2000; Salmon,
2001; Brosse et al., 2002). Indeed, stressful events often precipitate and exacerbate psychiatric disorders such as depression and
anxiety (Chorpita and Barlow, 1998; Kendler et al., 1999), and,
compared with sedentary rats, several weeks of previous, voluntary access to running wheels results in dramatic alterations in
immunological (Dishman et al., 1995; Fleshner, 2000; Avula et
al., 2001; Moraska and Fleshner, 2001; Fleshner et al., 2002),
neurochemical (Dunn et al., 1996; Dishman et al., 1997b; Soares
et al., 1999; Greenwood et al., 2003), and behavioral (Dishman et
al., 1996, 1997a; Solberg et al., 1999; Moraska and Fleshner, 2001)
responses to stress.
Behavioral depression or learned helplessness (LH) refers to
the behavioral consequences of exposure to stressful events over
which the organism has no control (Maier and Seligman, 1976;
Weiss et al., 1981). For example, sedentary rats exposed to uncontrollable shocks, relative to controllable shocks, later exhibit a
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deficit in learning to escape from escapable stress (Seligman and
Beagley, 1975; Weiss and Glazer, 1975) and exaggerated fear responding (Maier, 1990). LH behaviors expressed in laboratory
animals resemble those of human depression and anxiety (Anisman and Zacharko, 1992; Yehuda and Antelman, 1993; Maier
and Watkins, 1998) and are sensitive to antidepressant and anxiolytic drugs (Maier et al., 1990, 1994; Martin and Puech, 1996;
Maudhuit et al., 1997). Although focusing only on shuttle box
escape and excluding nonstressed controls, previous data suggest
that freewheel running reduces LH (Dishman et al., 1997a).
Investigations into the neurochemical basis of LH have focused on 5-HT neurons of the dorsal raphe nucleus (DRN). This
is reasonable given the role of 5-HT in depression and anxiety
(Graeff et al., 1996; Kent et al., 1998; Anderson and Mortimore,
1999; Blier and de Montigny, 1999; Ninan, 1999; Blier, 2001b).
Furthermore, the DRN is a primary source of 5-HT projections to
regions implicated in affective and behavioral responses (Imai et
al., 1986; Ma et al., 1991; Vertes, 1991; Kazakov et al., 1993).
Attenuation of the activity of 5-HT neurons in the DRN during
exposure to uncontrollable stress is sufficient to prevent LH. Indeed, exposure to uncontrollable stress, relative to controllable
stress (which does not produce LH), results in hyperactivity of
DRN 5-HT neurons (Maswood et al., 1998; Grahn et al., 1999),
and LH behaviors can be both prevented and reversed by manipulations that decrease 5-HT neural activity in the DRN (Maier et
al., 1994, 1995a). Therefore, physical activity might prevent LH
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by attenuating uncontrollable stress-induced activity of 5-HT
neurons in the DRN.
5-HT1A inhibitory autoreceptors are involved in both behavioral stress responses and antidepressant action (Schreiber and
De Vry, 1993; Blier, 2001a; Blier et al., 2001; Gingrich and Hen,
2001). 5-HT1A autoreceptors in the DRN are potent inhibitors of
DRN 5-HT neural activity and 5-HT release both within the DRN
and in DRN projections sites (Sprouse and Aghajanian, 1987; De
Vry, 1995; Bosker et al., 1997; Casanovas et al., 1997, 2000). Hyperactivity of 5-HT neurons in the DRN during exposure to uncontrollable tail shock induces desensitization (Short et al., 2000)
and downregulation (S. F. Maier, unpublished observation) of
5-HT1A autoreceptors, indicating a role for 5-HT1A autoreceptors in LH. 5-HT1A autoreceptor downregulation would remove
a potentially important source of DRN 5-HT inhibition. Thus,
when faced with a challenge after uncontrollable stress, the sensitized DRN would respond in an exaggerated manner, leading to
a potentiated release of 5-HT in DRN projection sites (Petty et al.,
1994; Amat et al., 1998a,b; Maswood et al., 1998), which is considered the proximal mediator of LH behaviors (Maier and
Watkins, 1998).
The current study tests the effects of 6 weeks of voluntary
freewheel running on LH behaviors and investigates the effect of
freewheel running on uncontrollable stress-induced activation of
5-HT neurons in the DRN using double c-Fos/5-HT immunohistochemistry. Additionally, the effect of freewheel running on
5-HT1A autoreceptor mRNA expression in the DRN is determined using in situ hybridization. Results suggest that freewheel
running prevents behavioral depression/LH and attenuates DRN
5-HT neural activity during uncontrollable stress. Freewheel running also produces a static upregulation of 5-HT1A inhibitory
autoreceptors in the DRN, possibly contributing to the attenuation of DRN 5-HT neural activity, and the prevention of LH.

Materials and Methods
Animals. Adult, male Sprague Dawley rats (Harlan Sprague Dawley, Indianapolis, IN) weighing 214.13 ⫾ 40.7 gm at time of arrival were used in
all experiments. Rats were housed in a temperature- (22°C) and
humidity-controlled environment, were maintained on a 12 hr light/
dark cycle (lights on 6 A.M.-6 P.M.), and had ad libitum access to food
(LabChow) and water. Animals were acclimated to these housing conditions for 2 weeks before any experimental manipulation. Animals were
housed individually in Nalgene Plexiglas cages (45 ⫻ 25.2 ⫻ 14.7 cm)
with attached running wheels. Wheels were rendered immobile with
metal stakes during the acclimation period for the physically active animals and during the duration of the experiments for the sedentary rats.
Although individual housing can evoke some features of the stress response in rats (Sharp et al., 2002), single housing was necessary in these
experiments to allow quantification of the activity of individual animals
and to avoid competition for running wheels. Care was taken to minimize animal discomfort during all procedures. All experimental protocols were approved by the University of Colorado Animal Care and Use
Committee. Rats were weighed weekly.
Activity. Animals were randomly assigned to either physically active or
sedentary conditions. At the start of the activity phase, the wheels in the
cages of physically active rats were unlocked, and these rats were allowed
voluntary access to their wheels. Daily wheel revolutions were recorded
digitally using Vital View software (Mini Mitter, Bend, OR), and distance
was calculated by multiplying wheel circumference (1.081 m) by the
number of revolutions. Voluntary freewheel running was used as the
form of activity in these experiments because, unlike treadmill training,
freewheel running does not result in physiological adaptations associated
with chronic stress, such as thymic involution, adrenal hypertrophy, elevated basal corticosterone, decreased corticosterone binding globulin,
or immunosuppression (Moraska et al., 2000), which suggests that freewheel running is not chronically stressful.
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Uncontrollable stress protocol. Rats were randomly assigned either to be
exposed to uncontrollable tail shock or to remain in their home cages
(control). Stressed rats were given 100 tail shocks (5 sec, 1.5 mA) on a 1
min variable-interval schedule while being restrained in Plexiglas tubes
(23.4 cm long and 7.0 cm in diameter). After stressor termination, rats
were returned to their home cages. Thus, physically active rats exposed to
tail shock were allowed access to their running wheels after stressor exposure. All rats were stressed during their inactive (light) cycle, between
8 and 10 A.M. This tail shock protocol was used in these experiments
because tail shock is a consistent, quantifiable stressor that is known to
produce LH (Maier et al., 1995b), and we have used 100 tail shocks
previously to document several stress-buffering effects of freewheel running (Fleshner, 2000; Moraska and Fleshner, 2001; Fleshner et al., 2002).
Behavioral testing. Both shuttle box escape learning and conditioned
fear were tested 24 hr after stress or control treatment, as described
previously (Maier et al., 1993). Freezing was measured for the first 5 min
after placement in the shuttle box (46 ⫻ 20.7 ⫻ 20 cm), during which
time each rat (n ⫽ 8 per group) was scored every 8 sec as either freezing
or not freezing. To be scored as freezing, all four paws had to be on the
shuttle box grid floor, and there had to be an absence of all movement
except for that required for respiration. After this initial observation
period, rats received two 0.6 mA foot shocks that could be terminated by
crossing to the other side of the shuttle box [fixed ratio-1 (FR-1) trials].
Shocks terminated automatically after 30 sec if escape had not occurred,
and a 30 sec latency was assigned. Previous uncontrollable stress does not
alter FR-1 shuttle box escape latencies (Maier et al., 1993); therefore,
stressed and control animals were exposed to shocks of equal duration in
this phase.
After the two FR-1 trials, rats were observed again for 20 min and
scored for freezing as before. Previous work has indicated that this freezing is a measure of fear that has been conditioned to the contextual cue of
the shuttle box (Fansclow and Lester, 1988). The post FR-1 observation
period was followed by 3 more FR-1 escape trials and then by 25 FR-2
escape trials. FR-2 trials differed from FR-1 trials in that the rats were
required to cross to the other side of the shuttle box and then back to
terminate foot shock. Uncontrollable stress-induced escape deficits are
typically revealed during the FR-2 trials. Shocks occurred with an average
intertrial interval of 60 sec, and each shock was terminated after 30 sec if
an escape response had not occurred. A single test session lasted ⬃50 min
and was performed by an observer blind to treatment condition of the
animals.
Immunohistochemistry. Physically active and sedentary rats (n ⫽ 8 per
group) were deeply anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (Nembutal)
⬃90 min after tail shock termination, the latency at which c-Fos protein
can be optimally detected in the DRN after 100 inescapable tail shocks
(Grahn et al., 1999). Rats were perfused transcardially with 100 ml of cold
physiological saline, followed by 400 –500 ml of 4% paraformaldehyde in
0.1 M phosphate buffer (PB). Extracted brains were postfixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 1 hr and then transferred to PB, containing 0.1% sodium azide and 30% sucrose, and stored at 4°C until sectioning. After
rapid freezing in isopentane and dry ice (⫺40 to ⫺50°C), 35 m coronal
sections were cut on a cryostat (CM 1850, Leica Microsystems, Nussloch,
Germany) at ⫺20°C and placed in PB containing 0.1% sodium azide.
Sections were stored at 4°C until staining.
c-Fos/5-HT double labeling. Labeling for c-Fos and 5-HT occurred
sequentially on floating, 35 m brain sections representing the rostral to
caudal extent of the DRN according to the procedures outlined in Grahn
et al. (1999). Tissue was first reacted for c-Fos immunoreactivity (IR).
Briefly, sections were rinsed in 0.01 M PBS followed by a 30 min incubation in 0.3% hydrogen peroxide. Sections were incubated at room temperature for 12 hr in blocking solution containing 0.1% sodium azide,
0.5% Triton X-100, 5% normal goat serum, and polyclonal rabbit antic-Fos IgG (Santa Cruz Antibodies, Santa Cruz, CA) at a dilution of
1:15,000. This incubation was followed by another series of washes in
PBS after which the sections were incubated at room temperature for 2 hr
in blocking solution containing a 1:200 dilution of biotinylated goat
anti-rabbit IgG (Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA). Sections
were then incubated with avidin– biotin– horseradish peroxidase complexes (ABC; Vectastain Elite ABC kit, Vector Laboratories, Burlingame,
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CA) in PBS containing 0.5% Triton X-100 for 2 hr. After washes with PB,
sections were placed in a solution containing 3,3⬘-diaminobenzidene
(DAB), ammonium chloride, cobalt chloride, nickel ammonium sulfate,
and glucose oxidase in PB for 10 min. The peroxidase reaction was started
by addition of glucose solution and reacted for 15–20 min, yielding a dark
brown/black reaction product. The reaction was stopped by rinses in PBS.
Immediately after c-Fos staining, sections of the DRN were reacted for
5-HT IR. After PBS rinses, DRN sections were incubated in blocking
solution for 30 min. Tissue was then incubated in a 1:10,000 dilution of
5-HT antibody (DiaSorin, Stillwater, MN) for 48 hr at 4°C. Sections were
then placed in goat anti-rabbit IgG (1:200; Jackson ImmunoResearch)
for 2 hr, followed by a 2 hr incubation in PBS containing a 1:500 dilution
of peroxidase anti-peroxidase (Sigma, St. Louis, MO). Tissue was rinsed
in PB and reacted with DAB and glucose oxidase. The peroxidase reaction was initiated by addition of glucose and allowed to proceed for ⬃15
min, yielding a light brown reaction product. The reaction was stopped
by PBS washes. All tissue was processed simultaneously so that direct
comparisons between groups were possible.
Image analysis. An observer blind to the treatment condition of the
subjects analyzed all brain sections. To determine whether physical activity status affected stress-induced activation of unique populations of
5-HT neurons within the DRN, the DRN was divided into dorsal, ventral,
and lateral portions on the basis of the rat brain atlas by Paxinos and
Watson (1998). Each of these regions was analyzed at independent rostral
[⫺7.64 mm posterior to bregma (Paxinos and Watson, 1998)], mid
(⫺8.00 mm posterior to bregma), and caudal (⫺8.30 mm posterior to
bregma) levels, with the exception of the lateral wings, which are not
present at the caudal level of analysis. Accordingly, six double-labeled
sections of the DRN, one pair each corresponding to either the rostral,
mid, or caudal DRN, were selected from each subject for analysis. Each
section was assessed for the number of single c-Fos-positive nuclei, the
number of single 5-HT-positive cells, and the number of double-labeled
cells. Small, dark brown/black particles were counted as single c-Fosstained nuclei. Larger, light brown particles without a darker nucleus
were counted as single 5-HT-stained cells. Larger, lighter brown particles
that contained a darker nucleus were counted as double-labeled c-Fos/
5-HT cells. Results are expressed as the mean number of single- or
double-labeled cells. The values of each subject of single c-Fos, single
5-HT, and double-labeled cells at each rostrocaudal level of the DRN
were obtained by averaging the two sections chosen for analysis at that
level.
In situ hybridization for 5-HT1A autoreceptor mRNA in DRN. Between
8 and 11 A.M., sedentary rats (n ⫽ 8) and rats allowed voluntary access to
running wheels for 6 weeks (n ⫽ 8) were killed by decapitation. Brains
were removed and frozen rapidly in isopentane and dry ice (⫺40 to
⫺50°C) and stored at ⫺80°C until sliced into 10 m coronal sections on
a cryostat. DRN slices were thaw-mounted directly onto polylysinecoated slides and stored at ⫺80°C until processing for single-labeled
radioactive in situ hybridization as described previously (Day and Akil,
1996). Briefly, sections were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 1 hr,
acetylated in 0.1 M triethenolamine containing 0.25% acetic anhydride
(10 min), and dehydrated in graded alcohol. A cRNA ribroprobe complementary to the 5-HT1A inhibitory autoreceptor was prepared from
cDNA subclones in transcription vectors and labeled with [ 35S]UTP
(Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ), using standard transcription
methods. Riboprobes were diluted in 50% hybridization buffer containing 50% formamide, 10% dextran sulfate, 2⫻ saline sodium citrate
(SSC), 50 mM PBS, pH 7.4, 1⫻ Denhardt’s solution, and 0.1 mg/ml yeast
tRNA. Brain sections representing the rostral to caudal extent of the DRN
were hybridized with the probe overnight (55°C). The next day, sections
were washed in 2⫻ SSC, treated with RNase A (200 g/ml) for 1 hr at
37°C, and washed to a final stringency of 0.1⫻ SSC at 65°C for 1 hr.
Dehydrated, air-dried sections were exposed to x-ray film (Biomax-MR;
Eastman Kodak, Rochester, NY) for 5 weeks. Slides (each containing four
brain sections) from all rats were processed in a single in situ experiment
to allow for direct comparisons.
Image analysis. Levels of 5-HT1A mRNA were analyzed by computerassisted optical densitometry. Brain section images were captured digitally (CCD camera, model XC-77; Sony, Tokyo, Japan), and the relative
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Figure 1. Adult male Sprague Dawley rats were allowed voluntary access to running wheels
for 6 weeks or remained sedentary. A, The mean distance (kilometers) run each week by the
physically active rats. B, The mean weekly body weight change (grams) of physically active and
sedentary rats. Values represent group means ⫾ SEM. BL, Baseline.
optical density of the x-ray film was determined using scion image version 4.0. A macro was written that enabled signal above background to be
determined automatically. For each section, a background sample was
taken over an area of white matter, and the signal threshold was calculated as mean gray value of background ⫹3.5 SD. The section was automatically density sliced at this value, so that only pixels with gray values
above these criteria were included in the analysis. Results are expressed as
mean integrated density, which reflects both the signal intensity and the
number of pixels above assigned background (mean signal above background ⫻ number of pixels above background). Care was taken to ensure
that equivalent areas were analyzed between animals. Quantification of
5-HT1A mRNA in the DRN occurred at both rostral–mid [⫺7.64 to
⫺8.0 mm posterior to bregma (Paxinos and Watson, 1998)] and caudal
(⫺8.3 mm) levels. Four DRN sections were analyzed for each subject at
each approximate rostrocaudal level. These four values at each level were
then averaged to give a mean integrated density at each level for each
subject.
Statistical analysis. Body weights were analyzed with repeated measures ANOVA. Escape latencies were collapsed into six blocks of five
trials and analyzed with two-way (stress ⫻ activity), repeated measures
ANOVA, followed by a Newman–Keuls analysis. Freezing scores were
collapsed into 10 blocks (2 min each) and also analyzed with two-way
(stress ⫻ activity), repeated measures ANOVA followed by a Newman–
Keuls analysis. Group differences in single c-Fos protein, single 5-HT,
and double c-Fos/5-HT-labeled cells in each region of the DRN were
analyzed by two-way (stress ⫻ activity) ANOVA. Group differences in
DRN 5-HT1A mRNA were analyzed with one-way ANOVA. To determine the relationship between distance run and LH behaviors, c-Fos
expression in the DRN, or expression of 5-HT1a mRNA in the DRN,
regression analysis was performed by simple regression on total distance
run to escape latency, freezing score, double c-Fos/5-HT cells in the mid
DRN, and 5-HT1A mRNA levels in the rostral–mid, dorsal DRN. Fisher
protected least significant difference (F-PLSD) post hoc analysis was performed when required. ␣ was set at 0.05 for each analysis. Actual group
sizes varied within and between brain regions because of disruptions in
tissue integrity incurred during brain removal, slicing, processing, etc.

Results

Activity and body weight (Fig. 1)
Weekly running distance and body weight change for Sprague
Dawley rats used to investigate the effects of freewheel running on
shuttle box escape and freezing behavior are shown in Figure 1.
Running distance (Fig. 1 A) and body weight (Fig. 1 B) increased
steadily over 6 weeks. Repeated measures ANOVA revealed significant main effects of time (F(5,150) ⫽ 1003.87; p ⬍ 0.0001) and
activity (F(1,150) ⫽ 46.17; p ⬍ 0.0001) and a reliable time by activity interaction (F(5,150) ⫽ 18.5; p ⬍ 0.0001) on body weight.
Physically active rats (n ⫽ 16) weighed less than sedentary rats
(n ⫽ 16) by the end of the second week of freewheel access ( p ⬍
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Figure 2. Sedentary and physically active rats were exposed to 100 inescapable tail shocks
(Stressed) or remained in their home cages (Control ). Shuttle box escape latencies and freezing
behavior were measured sequentially 24 hr later. A, Mean shuttle box escape latencies for one
block of 5 FR-1 trials (FR1) and five blocks of five FR-2 trials (2–6 ). B, The mean number of 8 sec
observation periods during which freezing occurred across blocks of 2 min after two shocks in
the shuttle box. Values represent group means ⫾ SEM. Newman–Keuls analysis: *p ⬍ 0.05
with respect to physically active stressed group.

0.0001) and remained lighter until the end of the study (sedentary
mean at 6 weeks ⫽ 385.5 ⫾ 25.9 gm; physically active mean at 6
weeks ⫽ 340.06 ⫾ 21.9 gm; p ⬍ 0.0001). Both running distances
and body weight changes for rats used in immunohistochemistry
and in situ hybridization studies were similar to those reported in
Figure 1 (data not shown).
Shuttle box escape and freezing behavior (Fig. 2)
To determine the effect of 6 weeks of voluntary freewheel running
on LH behaviors, sedentary and physically active rats either were
exposed to uncontrollable tail shock stress or remained in their
home cages. Twenty-four hours later, rats were tested in shuttle
boxes for escape performance and conditioned fear. Six weeks of
voluntary freewheel running significantly reduced the effects of
uncontrollable stress on shuttle box escape and freezing behavior.
Escape latencies are shown in Figure 2 A. Freewheel running did
not, by itself, alter escape performance. No differences in escape
latencies between groups during the FR-1 trial were found, however; ANOVA revealed reliable main effects of stress (F(1,27) ⫽
41.2; p ⬍ 0.0001) and activity (F(1,27) ⫽ 10.55; p ⫽ 0.003), and a
significant interaction between stress and activity conditions
(F(1,27) ⫽ 6.5; p ⫽ 0.02) during FR-2 trials. A reliable interaction
was found between FR-2 escape trials and stress treatment
(F(4,108) ⫽ 2.03; p ⫽ 0.03) but not between escape trials and
activity or escape trials, stress treatment, and activity. Newman–
Keuls analysis revealed that sedentary rats exposed to uncontrollable stress displayed significantly longer FR-2 escape latencies
compared with rats in all other groups during all five FR-2 trials.
Only in the final two FR-2 trials did physically active rats exposed
to uncontrollable stress differ from physically active controls. At
no point during escape testing did the escape latencies of physically active controls and physically active stressed rats differ from
those of sedentary animals not exposed to stress.
A similar pattern was present with regard to conditioned
fear (Fig. 2 B). Six weeks of previous freewheel access significantly
attenuated the effect of uncontrollable stress on freezing behavior. By itself, physical activity had no effect on fear conditioning. ANOVA revealed a reliable main effect of stress treatment
(F(1,27) ⫽ 18.48; p ⫽ 0.0002) and a trend for activity (F(1,27) ⫽
3.49; p ⫽ 0.07). The interaction between stress treatment and
activity failed to reach statistical significance at p ⫽ 0.05 (F(1,27) ⫽
2.66; p ⫽ 0.1). There was a reliable interaction between 2 min
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blocks of freezing and stress treatment (F(9,243) ⫽ 3.8; p ⫽
0.0002), but not between 2 min blocks of freezing and activity or
2 min blocks of freezing, stress treatment, and activity. Newman–
Keuls post hoc comparisons are justified in this case because of the
a priori hypothesis that sedentary rats exposed to uncontrollable
stress would display exaggerated fear conditioning compared
with physically active rats exposed to stress. Newman–Keuls analysis revealed that the groups did not differ in freezing during the
first three 2 min blocks. Starting at block 4, however, sedentary
stressed animals spent significantly more time freezing than both
sedentary and physically active controls, and they remained different for the remainder of the testing session. Block 4 was the
only time during which physically active stressed rats spent significantly more time freezing than sedentary controls. Starting at
block 7, physically active stressed animals spent significantly less
time freezing than sedentary stressed counterparts, and they remained different for the remainder of the session. At no point did
the freezing behavior of physically active control rats differ from
that of physically active stressed or sedentary control animals.
Simple regression analysis revealed no reliable correlations
between the amount of running over 6 weeks and FR-2 escape
latencies (r ⫽ 0.04; p ⫽ 0.93) or the amount of running and
average freezing time (r ⫽ 0.21; p ⫽ 0.63).
c-Fos expression in the DRN (Figs. 3, 4)
Considerable evidence suggests that LH behaviors are dependent
on hyperactivity of DRN 5-HT neurons during exposure to uncontrollable stress. Therefore, freewheel running could prevent
LH by attenuating the activity of DRN 5-HT cells during uncontrollable stress. To test this hypothesis, stress-induced activity of
5-HT neurons of the DRN was compared between sedentary and
physically active rats using double immunohistochemistry for the
immediate early gene product, c-Fos, and 5-HT.
Photomicrographs (12⫻ magnification) of the DRN taken
from a sedentary rat exposed to uncontrollable tail shock are
depicted in Figure 3. A–C represent coronal sections through the
rostral (⫺7.64 mm posterior from bregma), mid (⫺8.00 mm),
and caudal (⫺8.30 mm) DRN chosen from each rat for analysis.
Table 1 shows the mean number of single 5-HT-positive cells and
single (5-HT negative) c-Fos-positive nuclei in each area of the
DRN examined in sedentary and physically active rats. Neither
stress nor activity treatment affected the number of 5-HTpositive cells anywhere in the DRN. Exposure to stress, however,
did increase significantly the number of single c-Fos-positive particles in every region of the DRN examined, and freewheel running attenuated stress-induced c-Fos in non-5HT cells of the
dorsal aspect of the rostral DRN. Freewheel running did not alter
single c-Fos IR in any other DRN region.
The mean number of double c-Fos/5-HT-positive cells in the
dorsal aspect of the DRN is shown in Figure 4 A. The number of
rats per group used in analysis of double-labeled cells in the DRN
are the same as those reported in Table 1. Exposure to stress
increased the number of double c-Fos/5-HT-positive cells
throughout the rostrocaudal extent of the dorsal DRN, and freewheel running attenuated stress-induced c-Fos in serotonergic
neurons of the rostral and mid dorsal DRN. ANOVA revealed
reliable main effects of stress in the rostral (F(1,21) ⫽ 82.96; p ⬍
0.0001), mid (F(1,21) ⫽ 176.66; p ⬍ 0.0001), and caudal (F(1,21) ⫽
63.8; p ⬍ 0.0001) aspects of the dorsal DRN. Additionally,
ANOVA revealed reliable main effects of activity in the rostral
(F(1,21) ⫽ 11.61; p ⫽ 0.003) and mid (F(1,21) ⫽ 15.04; p ⫽ 0.0009),
but not caudal, aspects of the dorsal DRN. Similarly, reliable
interactions between stress and activity conditions were found in
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Figure 3. Photomicrographs (12⫻ magnification) of coronal slices through the rostral (A), mid (B), and caudal (C) dorsal raphe nucleus (DRN ) of a sedentary rat exposed to inescapable tail shock
stress and killed 90 min after stressor termination. Sections were double labeled for c-Fos (small black particles) and serotonin (larger, light brown particles). Delineated are the dorsal, ventral, and
lateral aspects of the DRN in which quantification of single- and double-labeled cells occurred.

Figure 4. Activation of serotonergic (5-HT) neurons in the dorsal ( A), ventral (B), and lateral (C) aspects of the dorsal raphe nucleus (DRN ) is represented by the number of double c-Fos/5-HTlabeled cells. Sedentary and physically active rats were exposed to inescapable tail shock (Stressed) or remained in their home cages (Control ). Ninety minutes after the final tail shock, brains were
removed and processed for c-Fos and 5-HT immunoreactivity. Values represent mean number of double-labeled cells ⫾ SEM. F-PLSD: ***p ⬍ 0.0001, *p ⬍ 0.05 with respect to sedentary stressed
group.

the rostral (F(1,21) ⫽ 11.61; p ⫽ 0.003) and mid (F(1,21) ⫽ 14.3;
p ⫽ 0.001), but not caudal, dorsal DRN.
Figure 4 B shows the mean number of double c-Fos/5-HTpositive cells in the ventral aspect of the DRN. Like the dorsal
aspect, tail shock exposure increased the number of doublelabeled cells throughout the rostrocaudal extent of the ventral
DRN, and freewheel running reduced the effect of stress in the
rostral and mid, but not caudal, ventral DRN. ANOVA revealed
reliable main effects of stress in the rostral (F(1,21) ⫽ 118.12; p ⬍
0.0001), mid (F(1,21) ⫽ 72.79; p ⬍ 0.0001), and caudal (F(1,21) ⫽
18.59; p ⫽ 0.0003) aspects of the ventral DRN. Although no main
effects of activity were found, a trend for an interaction between
stress and activity was found in the rostral ventral DRN (F(1,21) ⫽
3.44; p ⫽ 0.07), whereas a reliable interaction was revealed in the
mid ventral DRN (F(1,21) ⫽ 4.2; p ⫽ 0.05). Freewheel running did
not alter the number of double-positive cells in the caudal ventral
DRN.
The mean values of double c-Fos/5-HT-positive cells in the
lateral aspect of the rostral and mid DRN are depicted in Figure
4C. Levels of c-Fos in the caudal aspect of the lateral DRN are not
given because no appreciable lateral wings are present in the DRN
at the caudal level of analysis. As in other DRN regions, exposure
to stress elevated the number of double-positive cells in the rostral and mid aspects of the lateral DRN. Physical activity status

did not affect the number of c-Fos/5-HT-positive neurons in the
lateral DRN. ANOVA revealed reliable main effects of stress in
the rostral (F(1,21) ⫽ 9.25; p ⫽ 0.006) and mid (F(1,20) ⫽ 44.82;
p ⬍ 0.0001) aspects of the lateral DRN. No reliable main effects of
activity or stress by activity interactions were found in the lateral
DRN.
No significant correlation was found between running distance over 6 weeks and the number of double c-Fos/5-HT-labeled
cells in the mid DRN (r ⫽ 0.07; p ⫽ 0.88).
5-HT1A autoreceptor mRNA in the DRN (Figs. 5, 6)
One possible mechanism whereby freewheel running could attenuate the activity of DRN 5-HT neurons during uncontrollable
stress, and consequentially prevent LH, is by stimulating an upregulation of 5-HT1A inhibitory autoreceptors in the DRN. To
investigate this possible mechanism, the level of 5-HT1A mRNA
was quantified in the DRN of sedentary and physically active rats,
in the absence of stress, using in situ hybridization. Because
changes in stress-induced c-Fos expression in the DRN attributable to physical activity status were specific to the rostral–mid
DRN (Fig. 4), 5-HT1A autoreceptor mRNA was quantified in the
rostral–mid DRN and the caudal DRN. Figure 5A–D depicts
5-HT1A autoreceptor mRNA in the rostral to caudal levels of
the DRN.
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Table 1. Mean and SE of 5-HT-positive cells and single c-Fos-positive nuclei in different regions of the DRN of sedentary and physically active rats exposed to either
uncontrollable tail shock (stressed) or control treatment
Sedentary control
Sedentary stressed
Physically active control
Physically active stressed
(n ⫽ 6)
(n ⫽ 6)
(n ⫽ 6)
(n ⫽ 7)
Dorsal raphe nucleus region
5-HT-positive cells
Dorsal DRN
Rostral
Mid
Caudal
Ventral DRN
Rostral
Mid
Caudal
Lateral DRN
Rostral
Mid
Single c-Fos-positive nuclei
Dorsal DRN
Rostral‡〫§
Mid‡
Caudal‡
Ventral DRN
Rostral‡
Mid‡
Caudal‡
Lateral DRN
Rostral‡
Mid‡

Mean

SE

Mean

SE

Mean

SE

Mean

SE

76.0
105.67
72.83

4.03
10.53
4.0

75.83
98.66
75.83

8.66
7.68
7.98

73.17
98.17
64.33

6.66
10.09
4.06

72.43
101.14
79.0

8.69
8.88
5.2

62.83
73.17
51.5

3.27
5.72
2.5

64.83
79.33
52.17

3.86
1.75
3.27

68.33
81.5
51.0

3.58
4.82
1.67

70.43
72.28
45.0

6.24
4.99
3.16

7.67
63.33

1.99
3.24

9.17
44.83

2.27
3.72

8.67
53.17

1.31
4.16

9.86
51.67

1.68
5.21

0.33
0.17
0.67

0.21
0.17
0.33

49.83**
24.33**
6.83**

6.07
4.24
0.79

0.50
0.33
0.50

0.34
0.21
0.34

31.0**†
24.43**
7.43**

3.82
2.75
1.23

0.33
0.50
0.33

0.21
0.22
0.42

12.83**
9.67**
4.0**

1.54
3.31
0.82

0.50
0.17
0.67

0.22
0.17
0.49

8.86**
9.0**
3.86**

2.94
1.40
0.91

0.0
0.17

0.0
0.17

46.67**
43.16**

7.75
4.55

0.17
0.0

0.17
0.0

43.71**
46.5**

6.42
5.18

Two-way ANOVA: ‡main effect of stress, p ⬍ 0.001; 〫main effect of activity, p ⬍ 0.05; §stress by activity interaction, p ⬍ 0.05. Fisher protected least significant difference: **p ⬍ 0.001 versus control; †p ⬍ 0.05 versus sedentary stressed.

Discussion

Figure 5. Representative autoradiographic coronal sections through the rostral ( A),
mid ( B), and caudal (C) dorsal raphe nucleus (DRN ) of a sedentary rat processed for
5-HT1A autoreceptor mRNA in situ hybridization. 5-HT1A receptor mRNA can be seen in
both the DRN and the hippocampus (CA1 and CA3). Labeled in D are the dorsal, ventral, and
lateral subnuclei of the DRN (5⫻ magnification) in which quantification of 5-HT1A autoreceptor mRNA occurred.

Figure 6 A shows that 5-HT1A receptor mRNA was increased
in the dorsal aspect of the rostral–mid DRN after 6 weeks of
freewheel access (ANOVA; F(1,14) ⫽ 4.7; p ⫽ 0.04). Freewheel
running, however, had no effect on the level of 5-HT1A mRNA in
the caudal dorsal DRN (Fig. 6 A), the ventral DRN (Fig. 6 B), or
the lateral DRN (Fig. 6C). Simple regression analysis revealed a
slight, but nonsignificant, correlation between total distance run
by physically active rats over the 6 week study and the level of
5-HT1A autoreceptor mRNA in the rostral–mid, dorsal DRN
(r ⫽ 0.51; p ⫽ 0.20).

Six weeks of voluntary freewheel running reduced the behavioral
effects of uncontrollable stress, supporting the hypothesis that
freewheel running prevents LH. The attenuation of stressinduced activation of 5-HT neurons in the DRN during exposure
to uncontrollable stress observed in physically active rats may be
one mechanism whereby freewheel running prevents LH. Furthermore, the upregulation of 5-HT1A inhibitory autoreceptor
mRNA found in the dorsal DRN after 6 weeks of freewheel access
could potentially contribute to the reduction in DRN 5-HT activity and the prevention of LH.
Physical activity status had a significant impact on LH behaviors. Consistent with previous reports (Maier et al., 1993), exposure to uncontrollable tail shock led to poor escape performance
and exaggerated fear conditioning in sedentary rats. Six weeks of
voluntary access to running wheels before stressor exposure,
however, caused a significant reduction in LH behaviors compared with sedentary, stressed counterparts. These observations
support and extend previous work by Dishman et al. (1997a),
who reported that 9 –12 weeks of freewheel running, compared
with sedentary housing, reduced the time to escape from escapable foot shock after exposure to uncontrollable stress, and support the antidepressant/anxiolytic properties of physical activity.
Importantly, the beneficial responses to behavioral testing observed in physically active rats after exposure to stress are not
likely caused by a general strength benefit of freewheel running,
because physically active rats not exposed to tail shock did not
escape any faster, or freeze any less, than sedentary control rats.
Six weeks of freewheel access attenuated uncontrollable stressinduced c-Fos expression in 5-HT-immunoreactive neurons of
the DRN. This attenuation was not caused by a reduction in the
number of 5-HT neurons in the DRN of physically active rats, nor
was it caused by a globally suppressive effect of physical activity
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Figure 6. Expression of 5-HT1A autoreceptor mRNA in the dorsal ( A), ventral ( B), and lateral (C) dorsal raphe nucleus (DRN ) of sedentary rats and rats allowed 6 weeks of voluntary access to
running wheels (Physically Active). Values represent the mean integrated density ⫾ SEM. ANOVA: *p ⬍ 0.05 with respect to sedentary group.

on c-Fos induction, because the c-Fos response to stress in non5-HT neurons of the DRN, with the exception of the dorsal rostral DRN, was not altered by freewheel running. A reduction in
c-Fos expression in DRN 5-HT neurons is indicative of decreased
stress-induced 5-HT neural activity in the DRN of physically
active rats, a consequence of which may be attenuation of 5-HT
release both within the DRN and in DRN projection sites during
stress. Because 5-HT release is dependent on the type of stressor
and the brain region in which it is measured (Kirby et al., 1995,
1997), the effect of freewheel running on attenuating 5-HT release may be stressor and brain region specific. However, Dishman et al. (1997a) reported that 9 –12 weeks of freewheel running
attenuated uncontrollable foot shock-induced elevations in the
5-HT metabolite, 5-hydroxyindole acetic acid, in two DRN projections sites, the hippocampus and amygdala, which is consistent with decreased 5-HT activity in these regions. Although the
DRN is not the sole source of 5-HT to the hippocampus and
amygdala (Imai et al., 1986), these observations reflect decreased
stress-induced 5-HT neural activity in the DRN of physically
active rats.
Attenuation of DRN 5-HT neural activity during uncontrollable stress may contribute to the protective effect of freewheel
running against the behavioral effects of uncontrollable stress.
Indeed, previous work has indicated that reducing 5-HT neural
activity in the DRN is sufficient to prevent LH (Maier et al., 1994,
1995a), and, relative to uncontrollable tail shock, behavioral control over tail shock exposure prevents LH and similarly reduces
c-Fos expression in DRN 5-HT neurons (Grahn et al., 1999).
Although these results are consistent with the idea that freewheel
running prevents LH by reducing 5-HT neural activity in the
DRN during uncontrollable stress, future studies are needed to
determine the necessity of this attenuation in the protective effect
of freewheel running against LH.
5-HT1A inhibitory autoreceptor mRNA was increased in the
dorsal aspect of the rostral–mid DRN after 6 weeks of freewheel
running. Although 5-HT1A mRNA is only an indirect indication
of 5-HT1A autoreceptor expression, data suggest that freewheel
running increases gene expression of the 5-HT1A inhibitory autoreceptor in the DRN. This result is in contrast to data reported
by Dey (1994), which indicated that 4 weeks of swimming in-

duced a subsensitivity of the 5-HT1A autoreceptor as assessed by
the hyperphagic response elicited by intraperitoneal administration of the selective 5-HT1A agonist (⫹)-8-hydroxy-2-(di-Npropylamino) tetralin. This apparent discrepancy may be explained by the fact that Dey (1994) used chronic forced
swimming as the mode of physical activity. In contrast to voluntary freewheel running, many of the physiological changes associated with forced exercise mirror those produced by exposure to
chronic stress (Moraska et al., 2000). Indeed, subsensitivity of
5-HT1A autoreceptors has been reported after exposure to a
novel environment (Laaris et al., 1997) and chronic mild stress
(Lanfumey et al., 1999). Therefore, previous observations on the
effects of forced exercise on 5-HT systems may be confounded by
unforeseen adaptations to chronic stress and thus may not represent effects of physical activity per se.
Interestingly, differences in stress-induced DRN c-Fos expression attributable to physical activity status were evident in the
rostral–mid DRN and were more robust in the dorsal aspect,
paralleling the regionally specific differences in DRN 5-HT1A
inhibitory autoreceptor mRNA between sedentary and physically
active rats. This anatomical similarity suggests a causal link between increased 5-HT1A autoreceptors and attenuation of 5-HT
neural activity in the DRN of physically active rats. DRN 5-HT1A
inhibitory autoreceptor upregulation could contribute to the attenuation of DRN 5-HT neural activity by enhancing autoinhibition of DRN 5-HT cell firing. Furthermore, the increase in
5-HT1A autoreceptors in the DRN of physically active rats could
contribute directly to the prevention of LH by conveying resistance to stress-induced downregulation of DRN 5-HT1A inhibitory autoreceptors caused by an increased density of 5-HT1A
autoreceptors before stress.
Although the current study focused on DRN 5-HT1A autoreceptors, 5-HT1B autoreceptors also regulate DRN 5-HT neural
activity and 5-HT release (Adell et al., 2001) and are altered by
stress (Edwards et al., 1991; Neumaier et al., 1997). Rats genetically bred for resistance to LH have a higher density of 5-HT1B
autoreceptor mRNA in the DRN compared with LH-susceptible
rats (Neumaier et al., 2002), suggesting a role for the 5-HT1B
autoreceptor in resistance to LH. Further research is required to
determine whether adaptations in the 5-HT1B autoreceptor are
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also involved in the attenuation of uncontrollable stress-induced
DRN 5-HT neural activity and the prevention of LH observed in
physically active rats.
The observation that the DRN is sensitive to the physical activity status of the organism is not surprising. 5-HT is clearly
implicated in the modulation of motor activity (Jacobs and Fornal, 1997). The rostral–mid DRN projects to regions involved in
motor control, such as the caudate putamen and substantia nigra
(Imai et al., 1986; Lowry, 2002). Increases in central 5-HT during
exercise coincide with the onset of fatigue (Blomstrand et al.,
1988, 1989; Davis and Bailey, 1997), and administration of a
5-HT2 receptor antagonist increases running time to exhaustion
(Bailey et al., 1993), suggesting that decreasing 5-HT responses
during exercise may delay fatigue. Previous freewheel running
delays the onset of fatigue as assessed by a longer treadmill running time to exhaustion (Campisi et al., 2003). Therefore, the
upregulation of DRN 5-HT1A inhibitory autoreceptors produced by freewheel running could delay fatigue by restraining the
release of 5-HT to DRN projection sites important in regulating
fatigue during exercise (Davis and Bailey, 1997; Gomez-Merino
et al., 2001).
In addition to motor regions, the rostral–mid DRN also
projects to brain areas involved in affective and behavioral stress
responses, such as the cortex, hippocampus, amygdala, and hypothalamus (Imai et al., 1986; Ma et al., 1991; Vertes, 1991; Kazakov et al., 1993; Lowry, 2002). Interestingly, divergent axonal
projections from neurons in the DRN to both motor regions and
behavior-modulatory regions, such as the amygdala, have been
reported (Imai et al., 1986). It seems reasonable to suggest the
possibility, therefore, that the attenuation of stress-induced 5-HT
neural activity observed in the rostral–mid DRN of physically
active rats is a consequence of an adaptation in central motor and
fatigue circuits (including the DRN) brought about by habitual
freewheel running.
Rats allowed voluntary access to running wheels increased
running distance steadily over 6 weeks and gained less body
weight than their sedentary counterparts, responses typical of
Sprague Dawley rats (Moraska and Fleshner, 2001; Fleshner et
al., 2002). The fact that no significant relationships between
total distance run by physically active rats over 6 weeks and
reduced escape and freezing time, reduced number of double
c-Fos/5-HT-labeled cells, and increased 5-HT1A autoreceptor
mRNA were found suggests that meeting a minimum threshold, ⱕ6 weeks, of freewheel access is required to convey the
behavioral and neurochemical responses observed in the current study.
In conclusion, freewheel running reduced the behavioral effects of exposure to uncontrollable stress. An attenuation of 5-HT
neural activity in the DRN, perhaps induced by an upregulation
of 5-HT1A inhibitory autoreceptors, may contribute to the prevention of LH observed in physically active rats. These results
further support a role for the DRN in mediating the behavioral
effects of uncontrollable stress and suggest that the DRN may be
an important structure involved in the antidepressant and anxiolytic properties of physical activity.
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